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(Fretted). This Berklee Workshop is a comprehensive collection of exercises and performance

studies designed to expand your bass playing in a wide range of musical styles. The rhythms and

bass lines presented are excellent for developing sight-reading skills and technical proficiency.
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I've been a musician all my life. And there is one rule to reading music:You must read music... every

day... forever.Here's the deal. It literally is a "use it or lose it" proposition. Let me explain. While you

never "forget" how to read, you do quickly get rusty at it if you do not exercise it all the time. Like a

muscle, if you let it relax too long, it gets weak very fast. So it is with reading.This book starts you

out simple and easy, walking you into the reading of notation one step at a time, introducing the

elements of notation, rests, ties, etc., as you go. The one thing you will have to do separately is

learn the notes of the Bass clef, the lines and the spaces - and note values, along withy what ties,

rests and triplets and such are - the only weak aspect of this book being the lack of a "Before You

Begin" section to clarify this important foundation for reading music. But these are easily learned

and committed to memory.The object is to read through each exercise only a couple times, and

then move on. You DO NOT want to memorize anything - one of the great dangers of repeating a

given exercise more than twice (and so you stop reading and start playing by 'rote' memory). Move

to the next exercise. As long as you understand what you're reading, that's more to the point than



anything. But you keep moving forward after just a couple passes on each lesson.If you get bogged

down with understanding the whole idea of reading music... then this caveat is important:I teach

music, too. If you are struggling with learning to read, or want to learn to read, take this advice: book

a couple lessons with a good teacher and have them teach you the basics of reading notation.

You'll get the materials you need from them and then, if you don't want to continue lessons, you can

strike out on your own and apply what they taught you in moving forward in your quest in learning to

sight read music.Once you have gone through the book, simply return to around page 26 or so and

begin again. The point is to read. And it is helpful if you can find notated bass parts to song so you

can read actual composed music, not exercises. Build a library of songs, but refuse to memorize

them.The point of reading music is reading the music notation is essential as part of your regular

practice and playing routine - regardless of your instrument. Every day.

Reading contemporary bass rhythms provides both the student and teacher alike a comprehensive

and methodical guide to modern bass playing. Because the book stresses reading and omits

tablature, it will force and encourage the student to improve their reading: doing so by providing

systematic exercises and musical examples that have real performance application in various

styles. Having used this book successfully with several students, I recommend it as an essential

component to bass guitar education.

This is the best progressive reading music book I've ever seen, andI've seen them all. It starts

simple and get more difficult. You don't move on until you've got what you're on down. A little at a

time and you're reading anything you can get your hands on. Practice every day.

Great book

Excellent book. Goes from fairly basic to quite challenging. I teach at a couple of small colleges and

this will be for my most advanced students. As usual, Rich Appleman is over the top.

For any bass player wanting to learn how to read music, this is the book for you. No tab here. Every

musician will benefit by learning to read music notation, and the guys at Berklee Press know how to

get you to the next level in your playing.

Filled with a ton of fun exercises that get you working in various positions on the neck. Definitely not



intended for the beginning bassist. I have used this book with intermediate and advanced students

to get them thinking of lines differently in different places.

For me it's what i expected a good book to help me with my reading and helps my ears with hearing

intervals. Starts easy and continues to more high end .
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